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“…the old paradigm …is based upon a twisted meme that the ego self
(personal and collective) “is God” and can rely upon endless machinations
and manipulations to exalt itself. Until this internal problem is realized
and corrected, human spiritual evolution cannot occur.”

Introduction:
This update is to serve as an introduction to forthcoming updates that are in preparation
concerning the most central and key elements to our human consciousness and evolution
as spiritual beings. I would dare say it is far more important than observing global moves
toward WW3, more important than the catastrophic economic collapse coming later this
year, and more important than speculating on what may trigger major changes in this
solar system and in turn major earth-changes. Indeed, these are all very important things
to keep an eye on, while making ways to detach and decouple oneself from all of this and to
connect primarily and continually with ones higher spiritual existence.
Over the last 12,000 or so years, human population has been aided in growing its
numbers as fast as possible. Human notions of the origins of concentrated agriculture,
private property, and the state, class or gender stratifications, have all been mostly wrong
since they have lacked a larger understanding of the purpose and nature of humans to
begin with. Considering this lack of comprehension of human history, it is no wonder that
the nature of reality and our existence has proved so elusive for so long.
I cannot say that what we will be publishing in these coming weeks will be 100% correct.
Actually, I can guarantee that it is not! However, it has to my perspectives, high coherence
and internal consistency in content and so it will be a best effort toward “connecting the
dots” and explaining things as simply and briefly as possible.
For those who are monitoring events in the world, in recent weeks there has been an
unusual number of dream/visions concerning great quakes in the USA as well as major
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oceanic events, perhaps for this April-May period and perhaps later this year. Personally, I
have not been looking for additional new specifics of major earth changes but the ones I
have seen over recent years are all part of a consistent pattern, intuitively and
geologically. We are now in that period.
Over recent weeks, I have received many emails from people asking very profound
questions, and occasionally soliciting about my insights about a system of thought or a
teacher, etc. Many researchers, teachers, and practices contain accurate truths mixed up
with distortions. Spiritual seekers spend entire adult lifetimes studying the writings and
thoughts of others and still only arriving at a partial sense of the big picture. From lifetime
to lifetime this information is generally lost and the process needs to be started anew.
Rare exceptions exist in certain strict practices, but then the information is usually only
for those who identify with those specific practices.
So many cannot discern things properly, especially concerning those entities and memes that
influence toward greater confusion and away from greater service. Relying solely on good
intentions has its limitations.

Spiritual Evolution and Transformation
This section is to introduce the major points being covered in the forthcoming series of
updates. The value (we hope) in this material will be to assist those who are so close to
“getting it” to become clear on what is most important. The sooner people can simply
note the events and machinations of the control matrix and not get involved and
embroiled in it, the sooner they will be able to get to the “real” reality. Here in the human
milieu it is always some new “circus sideshow” somewhere, always with “new and
improved” claims. What matters now for those who are so inclined is to understand the
larger patterns and principles that are at work so they can be of help to themselves and to
others if called upon.
Major questions we will be addressing in these updates include:









The intended purpose of the human system (physical and subtle body)
New insights into why the dark have been so focused on humans and Earth.
Purpose and problems of the ego-personality-mind and its spiritual evolution
Disconnection between personal self and higher/soul self
Loss of memory between lifetimes and its implications
Further discussion on the origins of evil/the dark
Incompatible paradigms concerning duality of existence (some irony in that)
Relationship of ego self and higher self and their relationship to the separation of
the dark from Creator.
 The powers-that-be behind the powers-that-be, ET’s and a little ancient history
 Significance of the ascension process
 Futures for humanity
While the material will touch upon earlier content from Global Awakening News, the main
point is to take it to another level of understanding. There are too many “on the path”
who, at some level of understanding, are under the mistaken belief that the ego self is
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“the enemy” or that their human beingness is fundamentally defective. It is not. Only that
it has been hijacked and parasitized by the dark (something that is soon to end).
For thousands of years the majority of religious and non-religious doctrines and teachings
placed blame for the existence and the effects of the dark forces upon humanity and/or
indicate that the human ego-self (3-d you) is “the enemy”. All the worlds’ religions are
basically engineered control systems designed or encouraged by the dark beings who
pretend at being “creator” and who will even condescend to speak of love and peace and
other “socially-spiritually correct" sounding things. Yet, too many “on the path” have been
manipulated into believing these religions offer something to maintain or honor.
Most of the major religions and spiritual teachers incorrectly teach that evil is the creation
or responsibility of humans. To the limited extent that some acknowledge the existence of
dark or evil forces, it is usually to misinform that “god”, intended for this to be as it is as a
“learning” process. To further complicate matters, these teachers and religions confound
or otherwise obscure any distinction between the evil gods of their various doctrines (the
dark gods that rule this fallen sector) and the true Creator of All.
The “new age” and “new thought” tendencies are based on roughly 150 years of
cultivation by dark forces and misdirected teachers. These tendencies emerge from the
same matrix of dark energies that gave rise –in that same historical period –to the major
“alternative religions”. The role of the “new age” tendencies is that of a social control
mechanism with a “non-religious” appearance. It perversely embraces or otherwise
accepts the dark forces as necessary and righteous influences. This is too readily extended
to accepting and embracing all manner of dark human notions and behaviors, often under
the guise of “tolerance” or “oneness”. As it is with most of the social control systems, it
perversely misdirects people to embrace the darkness within them selves.
To those who can see it for what it is, this is the culmination of thousands of years of
deeply imbedded traumas and can be regarded as a massive and long-term program of
collective ritual abuse. The purpose and “how’s and why’s” of all this will be discussed in
the forthcoming updates.
The dominant perspective is that duality is innate to the “godhead” and to the totality of
creation itself. This dominant perspective denies that there is a separate, independentacting dark force that is anti-creation and that seeks to control creation. We find too often
that nearly all spiritual and religious leaders tend to equate or blurr “Creator of All” with
the local “god/s” of the various religions and (darling of most channellers). This then
creates confusion to all concerned over whether “god” who/what ever that may be is
perhaps insane or that humans are too inferior to ever know any better.
One may be prompted to ask, what sort of “god” would choose to abuse aspects of itself
in such a cruel way, lifetime after lifetime? Of course, if one realizes that the major
religions and spiritual teachers derived their frame of reference from the false or insane
gods who ruled this fallen portion of creation, then there would be some improvement of
truth, but even then it would be only partial, with crucial elements and insights missing.
A few thousand years ago (as it is today) there were some who knew the difference
between the insane dark lords that set themselves up as a false creation center –and the
true Creator of All. The early sages were also aware that a profound and terrible error
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occurred that gave rise to a separate force we would refer to as “the dark” and all that
followed. Most of these teachers and their work were heavily suppressed by the religions
and the powers-that-be and thus very little of their work survives to this day. While there
does exist contemporary translations of portions of this work, ironically, it was branded as
“evil” by religious zealots who do not want their followers to think for themselves. In
recent years, however, some researchers have done their best to reassemble some of the
core insights from that early period. These cosmic “warning labels” are being decoded too
little and too late, and too few are paying attention.
As readers know, it is not our policy to “name names” unless there is good reason to do
so. What I will say is now is that I am not aware of any well-known spiritual teacher in
recent centuries who understood enough of the whole picture. A rare few understood
portions of the bigger picture, but most never grasped the big picture that in turn could
have provided them a more accurate or truthful frame of reference from which to correct
their teachings. Those rare ones who did come close to “getting the picture”, never
indicated the extent of their understanding and did not leave a record of such knowledge.
Today spiritual and existential investigators have assembled pieces of this enigmatic
puzzle. However, one group lacks adequate spiritual knowledge and may be unable to
infer beyond material human knowledge; another group lacks knowledge of how the
“matrix world” is really operated, including the major social control mechanisms. A few
arrived at a more complete understanding of how ancient the process of manipulation
control has been, but were limited in their understanding of spiritual and human socialpolitical affairs.
While our accounts and overview are not 100% correct, the material we are presenting
has the benefit of a type of direct knowing, extensive knowledge of the reality of human
social-political existence, and the benefit of the good research of those who struggled
mightily with these most profound questions.
One of the obstacles to understanding is internal to the personality self. The implications
of “knowing“ can be disturbing to the human self and thus a type of unconscious denial
forms as a way to ensure continuity of the ego-self’s notions of its place in the bigger
scheme of things. This falseness of human reality would also be concealed by a “natural
conspiracy” of human social interactions as well as by the dark forces on earth and in the
higher realms. Another obstacle includes “dark interference” that clouds the mind and
interferes in other subtle ways to suppress the truth.
Low-vibration aspects of “love”, “compassion”, etc. are either manipulated by dark agents
or are already imbedded in the human ego consciousness and so are on “auto-pilot”.
These misinform people by telling them to “love” the material realm “as it is”, to love
someone “as they are”, to “love” life (of imprisonment and disconnection) as it is, etc.
“Compassion” for others at the low end of the vibrational spectrum equates to obliging
everyone to stay together in the matrix world, no one leave the Titanic, even when it is
obvious it is sinking (survivor guilt). Either everyone or no one, and thus all remain as
food and tools of the dark side. This can be seen throughout various ethnic, cultural,
racial, tribal, and modern variants of group mind.
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Anyone who breaks away, looks “outside the box” of sanctioned mental or metaphysical
constructs, is labeled disloyal to family, friends, tribe, etc. or is drugged, institutionalized,
or otherwise “done away with”.
Some get a certain point, and then wonder as to their personal worthiness. “Who am I?”
…to experience spiritual awakening, ascended consciousness, or more. Am I worthy
enough? “Who am I?” …to leave my asleep or otherwise zombie-like acquaintances. And
so it is that many who are beginning to awake, do a premature U-turn, and try to convince
others to come with them (they cannot) or go into denial/fear themselves. Some will even
reject spiritual awakening and ascension and transformation as a dangerous delusion.
To “stay the course” and find out where this going first hand, eventually informs the
awakening human that there are those who are so asleep that they will fight to stay asleep
and in enthralled to the illusions of the dark.
In addition, there is the imbedded fear of dying from the body that keeps people in check
–unless they really know the difference. (Hence the importance of certain reported near
death experiences that rejoin the experiencer with the true Light).
It all comes down to the problem of the ego self and the higher soul self and their
relationship to the higher level paradigm of the separation of the Dark from the Light (the
original error). Exploring this requires understanding the origins of evil or the dark.
Many people in this “A-List” network are well on their way to a major breakthrough in
understanding these fundamental spiritual problems and their own transformation and
ascension. Whatever ones situation, having a grasp of the main principles involved with
regard to the ego personality self is generally important for ones internal conscious
process as well as to support them to help others who may ask for it.
So before we lose the ability to write and explain this, I will be taking the time to prepare
and publish these short articles in the coming weeks

Earthchanges and Related
For the majority of humans living in cities, especially those on coastal plains, economic
and earth changes will permanently disrupt systems of delivering food, water, sanitation,
electricity, medical services, etc. Given the existing problems of global food supplies, food
scarcities will become commonplace due to earthquakes, volcanoes, droughts, floods,
space radiations, and financial speculators.
Major Earthquakes for 2010

Widespread catastrophes in places such as Europe or North
America would result in the dissolution of insurance
companies and the negation of property and life insurance
payouts.
It seems beyond simple coincidence that the first country to
experience widespread national bakruptcy is Iceland and it
is the first locale of major volcanic activity that historically
has produced global effects. Similarly, images of the debris

7.1 Solomon Islands Jan 03
7.0 Haiti Region Jan 12
6.9 China-Russia-N Korea Borders Feb 18
7.0 Ryukyu Islands, Japan Feb 26
8.8 Offshore Maul, Chile Feb 27
6.9 Libertador O Higgins, Chile March 11
7.2 Baja California, Mexico April 04
7.7 Northern Sumatra, Indonesia April 06
6.9 Southern Qinghai, China April 13
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field orbiting the planet are looking a lot like the continent-scale debris fields in the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
In less than four months of this year, there have been a few major solar geo-magnetic
storms and a number of major earthquakes. We will likely be seeing a continuity of major
to great earthquakes this year. I would be very surprised if at least one “great quake” did
not occur in the territory of the USA this year. Given the magnitude of major quakes that
have occurred in recent months, additional major quakes and volcanoes would likely
stimulate other dramatic planetary “adjustments”.
These rumblings from the Earth will not directly
influence people’s perspective, but they will force
major changes to the social order. While millions of
people have died in the last 100 years from
earthquakes and tsunamis, outside of the locales
involved, this has not had a positive effect to the
consciousness of humanity. As the entire planetary
system changes, tectonic plates go on a “walkabout”, all portions of the crustal and atmospheric
environment will be involved.
In Haiti, what little there were of local private and
national assets are coming under the control of
various “outside” interests who are also in the
process of turning Haiti into a new off shore
military and industrial operations base. In Chile,
where there were good earthquake-resistant
building standards, etc., ongoing shaking from
quake in the range of magnitude 5 to 6+ made many buildings extremely unstable. This
will be a familiar pattern throughout the world where major quakes are followed by
substantial aftershocks in magnitude or number. For Baja and Southern California, as well
as in Chile, aftershocks continue almost daily.
The earthquakes and tsunami in Chile brought devastation to coastal areas near the
epicenters failure in the power grid. Two minutes of shaking in Concepcion resulted in
irreparable damage to an estimated twenty percent of new buildings over 15 stories in
height. One expert noted that these buildings were stronger than many similar buildings
in California. Buildings in USA northwest cities are built to a substantially lesser standard
than those in San Francisco or Los Angeles. Earthquakes such as the ones that have
recently affected Chile would cause even greater devastation and suffering had they
occurred in any major city in the USA.
There are no governmental or private agencies that are financed or equipped to deal with
problems of this magnitude. Often the local officials and ruling elite have agendas that
result in restoration of urban services or humanitarian aid becoming a low priority and
military actions becoming a high priority. Existing social economic fabric will be
permanently disrupted. When central government and other institutions fail to provide
assistance as per public expectations, it will be up to humans as to their social behaviors,
given the immensity of what is unfolding.
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Cyclonic storms have inundated areas of the Western Pacific zone with heavy rain, winds,
and tidal waves. In the USA, there is higher likelihood of greater flooding in the northern
Midwest region and the Red River Valley region may be flooded more severely than in
2009 from the addition of spring rains. This could create a temporary inland lake in the
northern Midwest. Part of coastal northeast USA experienced massive flooding this spring,
with some areas receiving rainfall at a rate not recorded in over a century while serious
drought conditions remain throughout various USA western states.
Iceland is at the northern portion of the mid-atlantic ridge, a
major seam in the earth’s crust that is very seismically active.
The recent volcanic eruptions affected global air traffic, and,
depending on the duration and extent of these eruptions,
contribute to widespread food and bio-fuel crop failures
throughout much of Europe and Eastern Russia. In Iceland,
people and agriculture are already severely affected. Some of the
Iceland volcanoes emit unusually high concentrations of fluorine
and sulfurous compounds that are both toxic and corrosive.
Fluorine in many forms causes long-lasting fluorosis –serious
bone deformities as well as organ failure, particularly kidney.
Many major eruptions have been recorded in recent history from
the 1600’s to present. In 1783 the Katla/Laki volcano
(part of the same complex of the most recent eruptions)
threw sulphur dioxide and other gases and dust into the
air creating a persistent haze that blocked out sunlight
leading to cold weather in northern europe and directly
affected atmospheric conditions as far south as in
northern africa/middle east region. Lava was thrown
over a mile into the atmosphere. The toxic gases, ash,
dust, and other volcanic effects led to the death of
nearly one third of the human population and half of
the farm animals in Iceland. Many that surived had
serious bone damaes and other ailments. (Photo from recent Iceland eruption.)
After a considerable quiet period last year, the sun had a number of major eruptions that
led to strong geomagnetic storms. What is of greatest interest is the connection of all
these events. Our atmosphere is receiving a large amount of
particulates from the volcanoes and our solar system is
interacting with increasing amounts of cosmic dust, including
some very large “particles”. This suggests an increase in the
potential to conduct solar and planetary plasma. There were
times described by ancient records and viewef by modern seers
as involving earth and other planets and removing most life on
the earth’s surface.
Solar “cycles” until recently, have been superficially defined by
sunspot observations. Yet with few sunspots observed, the sun
has now recently been very active. A study of a large CME from
the sun in 2005 traced it connected to earth. (Image of major
solar prominence from March of 2010.)
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As to the growing earth changes, changes in the planetary and solar system environment
and beyond, these are all part of a larger process of clearing and renewal. This will be
discussed more specifically in the forthcoming updates.

Ad Copy: “Got Awake?”
There are more and more instances occurring in which the terms “awakening”, “global
awakening”, or “waking up” are used to represent any type of “out of the box” response
to the old paradigm, no matter how banal or debased it may be. In some cases, it is little
more than an advertising slogan used to convey a false sense of evolutionary potentials or
hopes that somehow things can be “better” for humans. So talk about “waking up” to the
economic or political corruption at all levels of society, “waking up” to the possibility that
they have no material future under the old social-economic paradigm, “waking up” to the
possibility of planetary-wide changes to the biosphere, waking up to the corrupt and
decrepit nature of the world’s religions, “waking up” to the need to cooperate with one
another in new ways for new purposes. I am reminded of a popular Internet hate-monger
who linked up with a well-known fear-monger and have re-branded themselves with
“global spiritual awakening” and anti-new world order slogans. Another outlet uses “global
awakening” to promote the agendas of the global controllers involving climate change, the
world’s religions, and world government via the United Nations.
None of these leads to any spiritual evolutionary change in human existence, or to true
spiritual awakening. Instead it leads to a false sense of “awakening” resulting in a
population that while asleep is tricked into tricking themselves that they are “awake”. All
they have “woken” up to the novelty of another layer of the control system with a new set
of challenges to the “same old, same old”.
Without spiritual awakening, humans will be perpetuating the old paradigm based upon
twisted variations of the meme that the ego self (personal and collective) is “God” and can
rely upon endless machinations and manipulations to exalt itself. This is a foundation to
the error that humans can come up with “new” solutions such as “alternative” energy
sources and the grievous error that technological “solutions” lead to a more enlightened
society. Until these internal problems are corrected, conscious human spiritual evolution
cannot occur.
For some humans who only have a simple understanding of self and reality, this could be
one path that is available for those who continue their physical existence on this planet,
however long that avenue may be available. Maybe.

Cognitive Breakdown & Mass Insanity
It is not possible for most people, especially those who like to believe they are “informed”
via academia, the Internet, or other mass media, to discern right wing from left wing,
socialism from capitalism, new age from new world order, or even have a clue as to what
“fascism” represents. Not that any of this really matters today or really mattered much in
their respective historical contexts.
The vast majority of people in the world, including those who are so pleased with their
academic degrees, are abysmally ignorant of how they are controlled and how they
participate in the maintaining their own imprisonment.
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I am not exaggerating one iota to state that all of the major religions, social and political
“ism-s”, and notions of national sovereignty are falsehoods from their inception. Today we
find those people who most represent a social and ideological base for totalitarian fascism
are the ones who are ranting and raving against the NWO/Illuminati and purporting to
desire some mythical “return” of democracy. Those who are wise enough, know that
there is nothing at the human level that can be done to change any of this and it is best to
walk away from all of this, however one can.
Today the level of collective “dementia” and insanity has become so great that we living
in a global “tower of babble” where all these quaint distinctions that our personal and
collective memories are based upon were distortions to begin with, thus falsehoods. Add
to this the widespread and growing inability of humans to focus on anything to any
serious depth or to give thoughtful, critical consideration to what is observed.
One can spend months or years surveying a range of material from well-considered
sources, but without a workable frame or reference, it is not possible to put the small
puzzles together into a coherent big picture. Thus one can know facts and understand
some of the sub-patterns, but unless one understands the true origins of all this and the
process of deliberate and automatic distortion of the social meme fabric, then one is still
left in the pit of ignorance. And so it is that today, words that formerly carried significant
meaning and connotation have been deliberately shaped into emotional epithets, not
unlike “emoticons” and quick text abbreviations that people substitute in place of
meaningful expression.
Today, so-called alternative sources of news and commentary concatenate concepts and
terminology that only 10 years would have been incongruous, except by the most
ignorant of rabble-rousers. In addition to direct political and social meme-engineering,
there are various religious covers that are being overlaid on to this fabric of growing mass
insanity. My use of the term “mass insanity” is not for dramatic effect, what I am referring
is very real and very widespread. It is only that the opportunity for its manifestation as
public rage has not yet presented. Very soon, however.
Not that it will happen, but if the complete truth of the events of September 11, 2001 (how,
who, and why) were made public, there would be nothing anyone could do about it and it.
This would feed mass rage and mass insanity. Furthermore, if the truth behind the truth of
these events were widely presented, people’s cognitive processes would not be able to
handle it since this leads directly to the true agenda of the powers-that-be and to the
origins of human existence on Earth. This leads to exposure of the falsehoods of the very
premises of the existence of their own person and that of their ancestors. This is closely
related to the truth of ET’s, UFO’s and alien-human contact cannot and hence also why
the real truth will not be disclosed in a widespread public manner.
The flip side of this includes growing numbers of people who seemingly will believe nearly
anything, the more hugely fantastic, the more believable. One notion in “new age” circles
is that the ET-UFO phenomena (presumed to be benevolent) increased following the use
of nuclear bombs, as if it was caused by the use of nuclear technology. What is seldom
considered it that certain “ET’s” helped develop this technology with the German-based
allies who then transferred its full implementation to the USA. This in turn facilitated the
rapid conversion of the USA into the preferred headquarters for a global “death star” base
of operations that it is today.
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As we have expressed previously, the core falsehood beliefs will die out when the people
who hold them either die out and/or are spiritually transformed by something outside of
their ordinary present awareness.
There is the matter of how great or small a percentage of the human population will
experience direct awareness of other dimensions of existence and will in turn help
catalyze changes in others. This may also contribute to a type of insanity or psychotic
breakdown by many. While I can only speculate about this, as do others, it relates directly
to the transformation and ascension process and is something that continues to show up
for many seers. However, there is no consensus on how this will manifest.
Without such drastic changes, humans will naturally tend to recreate a new version of the
“matrix world order” out of habit.

The End of this Civilization
A handful of experienced and intelligent commentators have stated without equivocation
that we are now in an unprecedented decline of civilization and the end of familiar social
reality. As we have noted before, this period marks a confluence of the breakdown and
dissolution of the old reality that encompasses economy, society, consciousness, politics,
as well as the vibrations of physical reality. As this occurs, there is something very new
and unpredictable emerging that can be noticed by those who are decoupled from the old.
Many of us are here for the end of this age, this civilization, and this version of humanity.
When considered from a higher level perspective, this is not a “failed civilization” since the
point of this existence was not to “make civilizations” and then get caught up in the
pathologies of a darkly manipulated existence. Rather it was to learn about 3d density
while maintaining our connection to the higher levels of our true nature as spiritual
beings.
As the days go by and the world seemingly has not ended, many become drawn back
through habit to maintain their familiar, “default existence”. Hence it can be useful to
reflect on why this is a “failed” civilization as per limited human consciousness and why it
is essential to place our attention with our higher destiny.
It is fitting that this section was written in March during the period of official religious days
for Easter, Passover, and the birthday of Mohammed. In this same period, much of the
“Christian” world discovered the extent of (ritual) sexual abuse by those who enforce the
control of religions and promote abuse within families, hidden by a warped veneer of
sanctity and shame. In this same period, a nation that presents itself as a bastion of
religious piety and racial superiority is busily killing, bombing, poisoning, bulldozing in an
inexorable drive to exterminate the local indigenous population. In the forthcoming
updates, we will be discussing more the basis for ritual abuse and trauma.
That so many all over the world are so caught up in lies and falsehoods not of their own
making, is one basis for high compassion and absolution. That so many have accepted
and supported these lies and falsehoods as their own “truths", underscores why this
civilization and this version of humanity must end so that something new and more
spiritually evolved can take its place.
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There is no basis from which to anticipate successful social revolution occurring in any of
the major countries in the world today. Perhaps one circumstance would be that territory
would be abandoned by the powers-that-be and mass-anarchy would be unleashed
between contending factions of an ignorant and enraged populace.
In brief, there is nothing to restore from humanity’s fictitious past and this civilization has
no reason for continuing.
(Relevant to all of the above, readers may want to see the commentary to Chris Hedges’ article
that follows at link: http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1065.0.)

Moves Toward War
Many countries are now preparing for offensive and defensive war. This entails a rapid
build-up of military technology, positioning of military forces, and preparing the public
mass mind to accept war as necessary and acceptable. All over the world, not only in the
USA, there is one economic sector that is thriving for those who have a hand in the till,
that is the production and sale of armament technology from bullets, missiles and exotic
weapons –to delivery and control systems. Growth of such “enterprises” leads to only
thing: war and at a large scale.
The productive asset base in the USA is more than 80% allocated to the military and
weapons. Israel is known to have the sixth largest nuclear arsenal of all countries. A
significant number of US/NATO nuclear warheads and bombs are known to be “missing”
and unknown quantities of nuclear and bio-chemical weapons are available throughout
the world. All the historical signs of preparing for WW3 and much more are now in
evidence. The purpose of is to rapidly alter human populations, international and national
social-political economic relationships, and to clear new territories for the use by the
prevailing parties.
One thing that is very different in the human realm in this period, compared to what
th
occurred in the 20 century, are highly-advanced technologies that are mostly under the
control of forces (the powers-that-be) who obey no national or international authority and
who are not loyal to any national flag or belief system.
A recent demonstration of these capabilities was seen by the world coincidental with the
spectacle of the USA war president receiving a Nobel Peace Prize. Events were set-up by
the powers-that-be for the prize to be awarded to the USA president and they also set-up
the situation for the Russians to launch one of missiles during this time. Earth based
directed energy technology was used to take out the missile in a most dramatic manner,
creating the “Norway spiral”. The result was that the secret powers-that-be sent a clear
message to those who would register its meaning. This is not the doings of some
benevolent ET’s nor is it about any other nonsensical story promulgated by various parties
via the Internet. The implications of all this will be discussed in a more complete context
in the forthcoming updates.
The escalation of the present “state of permanent war” moves closer into immediacy.
Recently, 400 of the latest “bunker buster bomb/missiles”, part of a much larger shipment
of armaments, have been shipped from California for use against Iran. (One can only
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wonder about the state of mind of those “gainfully” employed people drawing salaries or
punching a time card at companies making bombs, missiles, drones, etc.)
A “color revolution” has been underway in Thailand. The southern portion of Thailand is a
key part of Malaysia. The Straits of Malacca is one of the most important regions for the
movement of oil and other good. Connect the dots.
The fall of the Kyrgystan government was violently and rapidly changed. Most of the
Polish leadership was killed not long after. It was only very recently ago that the (former)
Polish government approved USA missile placements in Poland to begin this
month. (Romania had also been approached about allowing these missiles.) Both these
sudden changes may seem to favor the Russia-dominated axis of globalist faction, but
these are only appearances. Most likely it was seen that economic and military
catastrophe, centered around USA, will interfere with support for the main agenda of the
powers-that-be. Thus the branch running under the Russian flag needed to step in quickly.
The speed of these actions suggests there is a growing urgency to the global control
agenda. It is interesting to note that one of candidates to fill the vacancy of Polish
president is a very high level minion with a long career at serving the global controllers. If
Olechowski receives the post, then it will be obvious how Poland is to be controlled.
It is important not to see this as a Russian versus USA, etc. type of matter. That is an
illusion projected for the mass mind. There will be more attempts at placing leaders in key
locations who are compliant and reliable for the true powers-that-be agenda. Those who
are “loose cannons” will be removed from power. This was likely the situation in
Kyrgystan and something similar may be brewing within Israel.
The recent USA-Russia nuclear arms “agreement” was mainly to reify certain rules of
engagement, while the major national powers expedite internal preparations for WW3.
Shortly thereafter, Israel officially withdrew from a major international nuclear conference
so as to avoid any public having to confirm or deny their status as a "rogue” nuclear state.
This also makes it easier to avoid having to make any sort of compliance to any present
terms of war. Israel officials have signaled they are willing to target European locales, not
just neighboring states. In recent weeks, millions of bio-chemical warfare kits have been
distributed to the many of the Israeli population. Iran has repeatedly announced their
intention to relocate over one third of the 13 million residents of Tehran. The official story
is that Tehran is in a dangerous earth quake zone, but it is obvious that for any country at
risk of war, having so many people concentrated in one city is a dangerous liability.
The public “spitting matches” between USA and Israeli officials are not what they would
appear. After all, Israel still got its $3 billion military aid package. Negative public displays
between nations are often staged to provide convenient cover for a regime change or for
public misdirection. In this case, it would be one that is more pliable to the earthly
powers-that-be agenda. So with some pubic distancing, if it is seen that Israel attacks Iran,
then the USA can appear to step in to mitigate and the USA population does not need to
get too bothered about “their” government undertaking a risky war. It would be presented
as essential “to make the best of a bad situation”. As we have mentioned previously, this
war could begin with a more “ordinary” border attack.
Yesterday it was reported that two rockets were launched in the direction of a southern
coastal port in Israel but hit in Jordan’s coastal port of Aqaba. As a point of reference these
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missiles are small WW2-era Russia make, about 4 inches in diameter and roughly 6 feet in
length and were designed not for accuracy, but to be used in batteries for widespread
effect. The point is that any incident such as this could begin a border war that, by design
quickly involves many countries and provides enough confusion for Israel to launch
against Iran. The sinking of the South Korean ship this past week is another example that
provides a convenient “incident” to provoke more open warfare. Again, the details do not
matter as to who actually sank the ship.
Related to all this, China and USA officials have been discussing collateral and guarantees
that would assure continuity for oil shipments to China when Iran is attacked. (It has been
reported that China gets roughly 10% of their oil from Iran.) If this were to be managed,
then China would likely sit out a major war until such time that it is obliged to become
involved. In addition, Iranian islands in the Strait of Hormuz are now being claimed by the
recently created nation of UAE.
The global powers-that-be are fundamentally amoral and thus can readily order the deaths
of million or hundreds of millions, as it suits their purposes. The use of major nuclear
weapons is not out of the question. Contemporary history bears this out: In our March 5th
update. the firebombing of Dresden was mentioned. With the “success” of the USA-UK
aerial bombings that incinerated much of the population and structures of central
Dresden, a similar plan was executed with regard to Japan. This resulted in the
firebombing of nearly all major cities and in March of 1945, a major portion of Tokyo, as
it had been with most Japanese cities, was firebombed by those operating under the flag
of the USA, resulting in an estimated 100,000 dead. Deliberately, Nagasaki, Hiroshima,
Kokura, and Niigata had been spared bombing so as to make the greatest emotional
impact from the planned use of atomic weapons. These were not historical aberrations
and will be explained further in the forthcoming updates relative to the true powers-thatbe.
Hundreds of millions were butchered and more traumatized in wars of the last century,
wars launched at the behest of the secret powers-that-be. These were not “just wars” and
these were not in about fighting fascism or promoting democracy. The deeper significance
of collective and global scale ritual abuse will be explained further in forthcoming updates.
Today the human global elite know that in this game of “musical chairs”, not all of them
will have a “seat at the table” when the “music stops”. Hence, this is the basis for some
factional rivalry. Yet there still remains a higher level of global powers-that-be and that will
be discussed in the forthcoming updates.
In contemplating the likely effects of global and national level economic catastrophes, it is
helpful to consider the effects of major earthquakes and wars. Over 6.5 billion humans are
estimated to reside on this planet, roughly 80% concentrated along coastal regions. A
major earthquake has immediate catastrophic effects for those in the affected zone.
Hundreds of thousands of humans can die as a result, yet this does not have any
noticeable effects on the behavior of humanity. (Example, 650,000 people are one
hundredth of one percent (or 0.0001) of the estimated planetary human population.)
Similar comparisons can be made relative to the hundreds of millions who have died over
the recent only a century of human warfare.
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Governments can go bankrupt, but where useful, the human powers-that-be will make
sure of their own viability within their “matrix world order”. The official USA national
debts can only be resolved through complete social revolution that overturns the
dominant rulers (not going to happen) –or by their consolidating conquest of the world
through war (which is the present course of events). It is very important to be aware of the
reality that the USA is a “conquered” nation, controlled from within by those who were
supposedly “vanquished” following WW2. This is another major falsehood of history and
an example of global social engineering so vast it is difficult for most people to
comprehend.
Wars and natural disasters are proven to very effective in altering “balances of accounts”
through widespread destruction of assets. In addition to nuclear fission and fusion
weapons, there are directed energy technologies that can influence “natural” disasters and
destroy power and communications.
The powers-that-be are running out of time with regard to their windows of opportunity
this year as well as in the context of the coming few years. Near-term events such as a
new level of Middle East war are still building, but there is some possibility (once again)
that these will not occur until later this year. One of the factors is simply that the primary
“war operators” are nervous about their ability to contain the risks of such a major new
war. There are factions of the USA military who are nervous about their ability to prevail
in the event of such a war, likely to be initially a very fast and intense engagement.
Nevertheless, the energetics directly beneath the footprint of countries such as Israel is
dense and very dark and supports the dominant social and political pathology. This is the
case with similar locations in the world where intense violence has been the norm and
where human population have persisted in concentrating. The history of most countries
over recent centuries is based upon violent “ethnic cleansing” of an established population
by an invading population. Whatever the pretext for all-out war, possibly border
incursions or a new wave of false flag attacks in various countries, or possibly actions by
Israel, the short term goal is to control the territory of Iran. What remains is for secret
orders to be given to the various military chiefs.

Concluding Remarks
It is interesting that the “as above” of our corner of creation was a fallen realm structured
into multiple layers of false heavens, false gods, and other dark structures that have been
used to contain, trick, and control humans for various reasons that will be discussed in
forthcoming updates.
At the highest level of this fallen realm, the false creator “gods” have known there to be a
realm of Divine light and Creator of All that they cannot access unless they relinquish their
claims and acknowledge with full remorse what evils they have been up to.
It is of no coincidence that on Earth, a similar set-up has existed with a high level of secret
global elite who initially shared a common set of bloodlines and knowledge of reality.
They in turn created layers upon layers of subordinate elites, social structures, and a cadre
of public officials.
Their ploy was so successful that most humans began to identify with the geographic
political control system they lived under (nationalism) and participated in endless false
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elections, enthralled into presuming that presidents, prime ministers, and national elected
offices had substantial power. Little did people know, that these “exalted” leaders had
very little power and took their main direction from secretive groups of the top control
elite who were directly represented in every major country. They in turn developed layers
of highly privileged subordinates, etc. And all this is part of a comprehensive control
system numbering in the tens of millions worldwide, constituting a multi-layered elite
representing a wide spectrum of “notions” with which to present varying faces of the
same paradigm according to circumstances.
It has been well proven that people lack discernment and organization and that nearly
anything can be orchestrated by the dominant global elite and that humans will be
managed and directed into accepting it.
These all lead to additional considerations concerning naïve projections that true social
revolution in a country such as the USA is possible in the next two or three years. There
are no evident or organized forces with the intellectual or logistical capacity and there is
no basis for a wide-spectrum social-political coalition.
What has not been well known, except only by those in the top circles of the global elite
and their most trusted minions is that there was more powerful layer above all these that
was not limited by an earthly existence. This is one reason that we often refer to this
situation as earthly and non-earthly, or alternately human and non-human “powers-thatbe”. In the olden days, the human top echelon was under the close influence and
guidance of the non-human elite.
What is most important and of paramount significance has to do with the true purpose
and potential of the human vehicle and the consciousness of the human self and the
consciousness of the soul self. This is the focus of our forthcoming updates.
~~~

“To take the ‘red pill’ (Matrix movie reference) can
be hazardous to ones ordinary existence and
functional sanity in the familiar old paradigm. In
this regard you do have a choice: to continue along
as before, or choose an active role in a new destiny.
If you decide not to choose, that too is a choice. ”

~~~

The “A-List” and New Emphasis
Over the last three years or so, we have published a unique body of information and
insights concerning the nature of this reality, the likely future, and pathways toward
spiritual evolution. These topics have presented both fundamental and advanced spiritual
concepts in a range of contexts as well as relevant social-political analysis. The material
has been specifically addressed to those individuals who are most keen on understanding
and being connected to the spiritual evolutionary process. These occasional updates will
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be coming out in response to the most important currents flowing both in the human
world and our higher levels of existence. There will be less and less said about the
machinations as we have mostly “said it all” and “you have been warned”. A greater
emphasis will be on the “higher level currents” that are flowing. For specific
commentaries and situations not included in these A-List updates, please go to
http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/. Scroll to the lower portion of your display screen
and you will see most recent 50 postings are displayed.
It is a challenge to discuss these things in any common parlance. Thus it becomes
necessary to be “creative” in the use of words to convey notions and information that
have little precedent. It has been a growing challenge to convey nuances and qualifiers
while avoiding reliance on terms and expressions that have been meme-engineered by
the extant thought control system. As to typographical errors, I can only offer my
apologies and invite you to email me with corrections!
Our forthcoming updates further discuss the origins of the dark and the relationship of our
ego self to higher self. If some people may think that penetrating to the accurate truth of
the ET/UFO disclosure or the events of September 11, 2001, but these can seem
superficial when compared to the greater problem of the nature of our reality. Such
information has been deliberately suppressed for thousands of years.

New Earth Summit Forum
(http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/)
This site is where we post commentary and information on a wide range of topics that
may not warrant treatment in these pages. In addition there is substantial content
organized under major themes and sub-topics that can provide readers with a general
survey of what has been going on over recent years leading up to the major changes
underway.
Many older posts are being sent to the general “archives” where they may be searched
and read but not posted to. Scroll to the lower portion of your display screen and you will
see most recent 50 postings are displayed. There is no need to register as anyone can
read the public postings. We are not soliciting new posting members at this time and we
are not interested in reports of all the latest rumors and social causes. There are plenty of
websites that encourage that encourage all manner of misdirected thinking.
I will continue to make occasional posts concerning events and information that is
noteworthy and will invite selected list members to continue to make public posts when
they feel the need. If you are not a posting member and wish to submit items for posting,
please email info@pfcn.net.

~END~
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